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BEST FURNISHED UNM Apartment. Spacious
one- bedroom with dishwashers, disposers,
security, $175 bills .paid. 208·209 Columbia SE.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

Call255·2685.
12/5
PETS, KIDS OK, 1-br furnished apt, $120,
4262, 296-9511.

Rates: 15 e~nts per word per day, one dollar
minimum. Advertisements run live or more
consecutive days with no changes, nine cen·
ts per word per d&y, (no refunds if .c~ncelled
before five inserti'Jnsj. Classif1ed ad·
vertisements m.ust be paid in advance.
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PREGNANT AND NEED HELP'! You have frien·
ds who care at Birthright 247-9819·.
tfn
RENEWAL DEADLINE Residence Ha~l
students are reminded to complete and subml~
their Residence Hall Room & board renewa
materials by 4:00pm, Friday, December. 5, 1975.
Submit forms to Housing Reservation~- La
Posada, 2nd floor.
12/5

I

can

gO- on your G:t·
away/Retreat this weekend, November 28-29 ..I m
glad I won't miss my turkey. But I need n r1dc!
When do we meet? -Tom
NICK-Let's start all over I'll meet you at.
Carrara's for lunch, day after tomorrow.
Mary.
11/26

HEY, LANE! Whatever you do, don't forget
to keep in touch. Harriet 265-3044.
POO; Congratulations on your vasectomy. I Jove
12/2
you, Fro,

GOT THE NOON time
hot dogs.

munches. Okie's has 35c

12/5

TOM-We will leave from United Ministries Center, 1801 Las Lomas NE, at about ten o'cloc~ on
Friday and will return Saturday a (ternoon at ftve.
$5 for (our meals, Transportation provided. Call
Thelma at 247-0497 to reserve a place,
11/16
Roland.

2.

LOST AND FOUND

131 Manon Hall.

11/26

REWARD. Lost bracelet 5, 6 chains, antique
clasp, sentimental value. Phyllis Cohen 277·2901.

SKI TOURING
\.~

NEED F1VE PEOPLE to help in my businesS

5.

during holidays. $90 weekly. Apply 1931 Alvarado
NE 4:00pm only!

FOR SALE

WATER TRIPS. Wnter beds, Water bed systems
on snle now Next door to the Guild Theatre, 3407
1214
Ce·ntral NE: 268·8455,
1974 FORD VAN 1/don 17,000 ·mile~, V-8,
automatic, custom interior, mags, T I A radmls, extras $5300 Charlie, 873-0865.
12/4
NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLE touring center.
Quality 10-speed bicycles, Camping, hiking, and
backpacking equipment, Trail Hnus·Cy-clery, 1031
San Mateo SE. 256·9190.
tfn

INDIVIDUAL ARTISTS who will work on consignment. Please call Pop Tops. 883·_9465.
12/5
LIGHT BOOKKEEPING FOR one week. Expcr·
ience unnecessary, 266-4092.
11/26

EQUIPMENT & CLOTHING

Monday, December 1, 1975

SALES - RENTALS - CLINICS - GULDE SERVICE

256-9190
1031 San Mateo S.E.

S
TRAI~
HAU
smce 1967
.

WANTED:-Us~,Jpi~b.1!1 machi~-~s: ~ny condlli~-~~
293-1818.
--- ----~ ._12!~

GT's-$65 new Nordica's 12 1/:-$100; lukmg boots,
8'/tm·$25; 243-1810.
12:~
1967 FORD FA1RLANE. excellent condition, new
tires, new brakes and battery, $725. Cai\2GS·0 962
after 5 p.m.
1~1~/2~6--;-~-;:;--;;:::=:;::;;;--.;;;;;,::
JUSTIN BOOTS, Women's 7N: Peruvian A!pacr::a
sweater-vest, Mexican leather Jacket, both SIZC P·
7, 255·3170 eves.
11/26
DIVAN, BEDROOM SUITE, yellow hanging
lamp, brass chandlier, hall light. 3816 La Charles

12/3

DOBERMAN PINSCHER AKC registered .. 8
weeks, blacK male, best or litter, e:<ce\lent fam1ly

11/26

HAYWffiE--!I~JtiSrC

dancing W(ldnesday night
"Okles·" Friday, Saturday "Thunderbird," For
hire 243·3632, 831-5908._ ·--·--· ___ _
1 L'26

D
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CLOTHING

SERVICES

PASSPORT IQENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing, Near UNM. Call
265-2444 ,,r come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.

AMERICAN /INTERNATIONAL Youth Hostel
Pass sold-Canterbury Chapel, 425 University NE.

11/26

~~

in a

Cutlom PtiatecJ lhirtl
You think of the
1at ~41,a4 slogan and we'll

(nights).
·
11/26
EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
theses, proposals, reports. and books. Harvey
Frauengla.ss, Editorial Consullant. 344·8344.
Il/8

WILL TYPE PAPERS. Call Kim 265-8292,

12/5

DIVORCE by petition. $36 clerical !ee plus filing
fee, 296·4977. 24 hour answering service.
12/1

FURNISHED APARTMENTS from $125 utilities
paid. Walk to UNM, no pets. 400 Maple SE, 843-

7632, ..- 265-9593.
12!5
NANCY-This is supposed to be Sunday's letter.
Better late than never. Don't worry. so much.
You'll get an ulcer iJ you keep worrymg. All or
your fears are groundless. You arc good cause God
don't malte junk. Take care a~d have a Happy
Thanksgiving. I love you. qhmo.
11/26

WEDDING INVITATIONS & Photography allow
cost. Creative Services, 299-7930.

11/26

~015

OARllllE n.E.

Delomor Ploso

ALIUQ. n.lll. 17107

2937 Monte Vista N. E. (on the triangle)
3107 Eubank N.E. (scottsdale village)

Select From Our
Large Assortment
of Shirts and
choose from over
500 Designs!

'I·

stu~e~tsf

Custom black-and-white proeessmg, pnnhng •.
Fine·grain or push·P.rocessing _or _film. Contact
sheets, custom proo(s. High quahty enlargements,
mounting, etc. Advice, if asked. Call 265·2444 or
come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
tfn

4. FOR RENT
ROOM, PRIVATE BATH for rent in campus
area-$75. Avai1able new, Woman grad stude?l
preferred. 247·8967. Needler. Optional babysit·
tlog.
12/1
'

~CITADEL APARTMENTS-An apartment com·
plex fol' the young and the.ynung at he.a~t. ~cnts
start at $140. Large swimmmg pool. Efllc!encJcs &
l·bdrm availahle 1 furnished or tmfurnishcd.
Walking distance to UNM. 1520 University NE,
243-2494.
12/5

COATS

• •

From Afghanistan
Embroidered Sheepskin

•

...
--

The Real Thing
First Sale Of
New Shipment
All Sizes For

Someting New In
Food And Theatre!
Talent Showing Daily
Weekday Do It Yourself
Sandwich Luncheon
Weekend Dinner and
Improvisional Theatre

Men and Women
Wednesday, Nov 26
11 am- 3 pm

from$49

International Center
,_

GRAND

OPENING
OF

12/2

-PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUS!AS'!'S•

By Jon Bowman
The proposed student fee increase at UNM is receiving a cool
reaction from student leaders
contacted by the LOBO over the
weekend.
The proposed hike, which
would total $8.25 per semester,
will be considered today by the
UNM Regents:
If the Regents approve the
proposal, undergraduate student
fees for New Mexico residents
1vill climb to $238.50 per
semester beginning next fall (the
Regents earlier approved a $2.00
hike in the ASUNM fee, an increase which will also become effective in the fall.)
.. ;")
"I'm opposed to the increase,"
. !J'':.•.~
said Damon Tobias, ASUNM vice
Lobo photo
president. "There could be facts
Tobias
which might change my ;:n~nd, fee to theDamon
University.
but they would have to be very,
The vice president also said he
very tremendous facts for me to
surprised by the announced
was
favor a fee increase."
$125,000 debt figure for InUNM President William Davis tramurals.
last week said the fee change is
"It seems odd that all of a sudnecessary to offset deficits in- den, we learn In tram urals is that
curred by the New Mexico much in debt," he said. "I
Union, Intramurals and other wouldn't be terribly shocked if
University services.
the debt is being exagerrated to
"I see no reason that if the get more money for the athletic
Union were to be run efficiently, department. It looks like a
it couldn't at least break even," custom-made debt for athletics."
Tobias said. "The Union should
ASUNM President Alan
be able to pay for itself.
Wilson said that the fee increase
"There are a lot of things (the appears justified on the surface,
Union) should be doing to tighten but he added that he is "skepits belt," he said. "They could tical" about it.
begin by using their labor more
"From the figures I have seen,
efficiently."
the three programs in question
Tobias suggested that portions (the New Mexico Union, the
or the building be sublet to Health
Center and Intramurals)
private businesses who would do need financial help," Wilson
handle the costs of their own said. "I just wish that if we have
operations, while paying a rental an increase, the University
:

~i@R sf. Th~e
f.l&lFPU~elo/e@l ffi&lie1erz

VOLVO ME-CHANIC, reliable, cheap, guaranteed.

345-3058 Mike.

Regents Consider Increase Today

,,,

VICTORIAN

print It! Any slogan
for your team.
Candidate
Favorite Hobby .
special
gift
or
whatever.
Machine
washable Ink will not
run or fade.

1973 CHEVY LUV pickup with shclllop, radials,
needs carburetor $1700, Call 344·8568 Sarah

a

·.

11/26
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LOBO

Students ~Skeptical' About Fee

8. MISCELLANEOUS

DYNASTAR FRE~STYLES, 180 ."" look

pet. Tel. 299·0110.

DAILY

SNOWSHOEING

MOONLIGHT. Three evenings and Saturdays
$85 weekly averagc-265·1635 from 4 p.m. till "5
p.m.
ll/26

BODY BUENO. All natural bath produc·
ts-essentiol oils, bath crystals, bubble bath,
glycerine soaps shampoos, love oils, 2910 Central
'
12/1
SE noon to 5 weekdays.
69 TOYOTA CORONA 56,000 miles, needs some
1211
work, automatic, 898·9638.

Dr.NE.

FOUND: Woman's watch. Identify and claim Rm

New Mexico

STUDENTS PART TIME no., dress, regs. Civic
Project, Apply 1201 Mountain Road NE.
12/3

12/5

LEVI's -BLUE JEAN big bells always at The
Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE, 243-6954. lfn

PERSONALS

ROLAND-Sure

STUDENT SPOUSES/STUDENTS to work on
Daily Lobo productiQn l'itnff. Hours 8 p.m. to midnight, Sunday through Thursday, ~moun.t o£ time
remaining at UNM will be a cons1derat10n (2 or
more years preferred). Good typing skills. For
more information come to Marron Hall, Room 131,
between 8 and 4;30 p.m.
l,

double $160, includes utilities. 141 Columbm SE.

H
·~

. 11/26

ROOM FOR RENT in my house. $60 month, 2556661.
12/4
A BLOCK TO UNM. Deluxe, l·bdrm. T":'in or

Marron !Jail room 131 Or by mail to:
Classiried Advertising, UNM Box 20,
;\lbuquerque,N,M.
87131 .

.b 1.

255~

6. EMPLOYMENT

.•. r., •. , , , , , , ..••.. ,

Serving Daily

**

***
*
**
*

'·.
:; Serving Weekends
11 AM - 1:30 AM

11 AM- 7 PM

3023 Central NE
265-0948

1808 Las Lomas

~-
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.
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il~
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would earmark it for these
programs specifically."
Wilson said after an increase is
approved, "there is no guarantee
the Univ'ersity won't divert the
money into something else.
"The problem is that the inner
workings of this University are
very political," he said. "The
word 'need' often means only
which people can sell their
program best to the administration."
Alfred Santistevan, pro ternporum of the ASUNM Senate,
agreed.
''I'm sure the administration
has legitimate reasons for trying
to increase the fee," Santistevan
said. "But I think they could find
other sources to get money if
they wal)ted to."
Santistevan said he is
"strongly against" the proposed
fee hike, adding, "if anything, I'd
like to see tuition lowered."

I

.
By Beth Morgan
Over the last three years, gains have been made in bringing women
teac~ers' salaries up to those of males, a recent memo on faculty
salaries showed.
Since the women instructors
have been given higher pay increases, the average faculty
member received approximately
one per cent less pay increase per
year.
Joel Jones, assistant vice
president for Academic Affairs,
said women instructors at UNM
now receive closer to equal pay
than ever ~efore.
"In fact, we have some male instructors who feel discriminated
against, since we have put more
into women's salaries in the last
few years," Jones said.
During the fall semester of
1973-74, lecturers received a 6.68

per cent increase; instructors,
7.82; assistant professors, 6.05;
associate professors, 5.28; and
full professors, 5.32.

Joel Jones

l,obo photo

In general, UNM faculty receive less pay, except those holding the
rank of instructor, than faculty at the 49 other state universities.
A comparison with the other state universities showed that, on the
average, full professors at UNM received $1,600 less per year;
associate professors, $1,100 less; assistant professors, $500 less; but
instructors at the other universities received $200 less than instructors at UNM.

Math Tests a Plus for Students

By Randy Builder
Nearly 2000 students take the mathematics
placement exams· each year at UNM to find out
where they belong among the various courses
logged in the UNM Bulletin.
The placement test program was started about
five years ago because of a "high failure rate in
beginning calculus," said Dr. Alex Stone, an
associate professor in the mathematics department. He said students were taking courses in
which they did not belong. Stone said, "Students
were registering for-calculus and didn't even know
algebra."
He said it was due to these and other "gross
errors" that UNM required such a placement
program to be implemented.
The tests since then have been "revised

periodically," said Stone, to "improve the type of
questions."
' All · students who iake their first college
mathematics course at UNM are required to take
the tests. Although astudent can take what they
want as long as they have the prerequisites, "they
are strongly recommended to take the advisor's
advice," said Stone.
As in the past, a person can find out almost immediately after he takes the test to find out how he
did. Since last November, the location of the
placement test was changed from the Kiva to the
more wide open space of Woodward Hall.
With the additions of a couple of advisors, the
lines are far shorter, therefore decreasing the time
in which .a student takes the tests, and the time in
!Continued on pnge 6)

of the Road:' A Faded Lifestyle

By Mike Gallagher
Lou comes from a time in
ican history when the
rallrmtds were the king of all
His hobo way of
began to fade when four-lane
ribbons began to tie this
together.
He said it hurts him when he
out another railroad has
He came around to a place
here I worked and talked about
state of the world, constantly
in confused pieces of
!SOcialist doggereL He was not
read; his knowledge came
conversations with other
in Hoovervilles and hobo
around the country.
last I saw of him, he was
for Chicago, where he
,
to find a few old friends,
1 they're still alive."
lie was 72 and in failing health;
he blamed on staying in
place for too long. "There's
rhythm in this city. The body
used to livin' one way and it
change. Albuquerque donJ
a rh
"he criticized.

~

Women's Salaries
At .U. Gain Equality

"I've been on the tracks since slow freight to Kansas
He tried to tell the story of the_
1919
or 20," he said, "I can't was buried in a potter's
hobo life giving the truth as ~e
"Me and Sam were about the
knew it; too much booze, too ht- remember exactly but it was a
tle food, too many drunk tanks real hot summer when me and oldest 'bos left. Most of 'em died
after the war. They used to
and too much sickness. But there Sam my brother, left Newark."
travel in pairs like me and Sam.
S;m
died
two
years
ago
in
St.
were good times and these he
There
was even some women
Louis.
Sam
died
trying
to
jump
a
remembered m

who used to travel around,
dressed up like men," he said.
"I talked a lot and Sam was the
quiet type. Boy, there were
jungles all over the country. You
could get off a train near a water
tower or a trestle and there'd be
bums all over the place.
"Some had tents and others
built shanties and some'd just dig
a hole. Sleepin' under a tree was
the best because if the railroad
cops or the sheriffs decided to
run you off, they could burn your
stuff and you could get away.
They, couldn't catch you," he
laughed and took a bottle of Old
Mfssion Rose out of his pocket
and unscrewed the cap.
He offered it and was turned
down. He has good manners, the
type that are not learned.
"The copes were bad. They'd
take everthin' you had. If it were
any good they'd keep it. If it
weren't they'd burn it. Then
they'd put you in jail or march
you in a group to the city or county line, as a. far away from the
rails as they could think of," he
''
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Japan's Rails Halt;
Unions Want Rights

HANDCOLORED GREETINGS
Christmas past delicately
captured in print and watercolor.

Southwest Christmas Cards • Advent Calendars •
Etchings • Personalized Service

For more of a woman, or more of a man

"'i"-more of a kiss. The BIG Kl SS
t;>,
•

·'

-ith'\
lr \
12\

4-inc~es

~\
a\

-e-

The B•g Kiss is an engineering wonder.
htgh. almost a full pound of the nchest, me1Hn~
the-mouth Grade "A" creamy m1lk chocolate
Pure and Sweet A perfect repl1ca of the candy k1ss
made famous by you-know-who Fall-wrapped.
complete down to the paper pull that open.s 1t
up T1ssue packed in 1ts own 91ft box so Its a
complete surpnse
The perfect g1ft for lovers and other strangers

$3.00

And. remember Mother. tool

Please add $1.25 postage and appropriate
sales tax. West of the Mississippi add S1 :40.

the /?owe-Mmtse

~

:EMl?ORIUM

and Cou1111y Store

\)··

1053 Bloomfield Avenue, Clifton, N.J. 07012

j:

delivory to most Parcel Post

I

The Transportation Ministry
ordered farmers to use private
trucking companies to deliver
their produce to city markets to
prevent spoilage and food shortages.
Many of Japan's 10 million
commuters have had to take
crowded private trains or sub·
ways to work since the current
10-day work stoppage by nearly
300,000 national railway workers
was called last Wednesday.
Others have been picked up in
' trucks and buses provided by
their employers.
The wildcat strike has halted
the operations of the govern·
ment-run Japanese National
Railways, which normally carries
half of the nation's commuters
and 75 per cent of its freight.'
It is already the longest transportation walkout in Japanese
history, far surpassing the
previous 62-hour work stoppage
by railway workers last sprmg.
The strike was called by the
Council of Public Corporation
Workers'
Union,
parent
organization of rail union~.
.
Yoshimitsu Murakami, chairman of the 230,000·rnember
National Railway Wprkers'
Union, and Ichiro Tomita, chairman of the 50,000-member
National Motive Power Union,
issued their warning Sunday of
possible intensified troubles
ahead.
The right of public workers to
strike was outlawed in Japan by
Gen. Douglas MacArthur in 1948.

World

New

Inten~ational

UN Golan Heights Force Stays
UNITED NATIONS ..The UN Security Council agree~ Sunday
· ht to extend the UN buffer force in the Golan He1ghts for
~~~ther six months with the understanding that it would ta~e .up
the entire Middle East question, including the Palestmtan
problem, in January.
·
· h Ch'
The U.S. voted for the resolution, which passed 13-0 Wlt
ma
and Iraq declining to vote. .
. .
b
The agreed statement sa1d the maJortty of the mem ers Un·
derstood that when the 15,nation. body convened Jan. 12 .to
debate the middle east, representatives of the PLO would be tn·
vited to take part in the debate.

Long Wait for Women Priests
SOUTHFIELD, Mich ...Some 1200 Roman. Catholic nuns, in·
1 d' g more than 100 who hope to become pnests, were told at a
~~e~:nd conference that it will be "a long lime" before u.~ Church will ordain women as priests.
.
Bishop Walter J. Schoenherr of Detroit sai~ m~ny Cathol~cs
oppose the idea. The possibility of wome_n ordmatwns, he sa1d,
will depend in great part upon the att1tudes of church com·
munities.
.
d · d
"It will be a long time before women are ever or ame
priests," he said.
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Today's 'Crime Stopper'

The U.S. Senate will soon vote
on the reinstatement.of the work
study,
loans
and
grants
programs, from which university
students benefit.
The re-enactment of the
present bill, which expires in
July, 1976, is under the sponsorship of Michigan Senator
James O'Hara. O'Hara recently
sent the Independent Student
Workers Union (ISWU) a copy of·
ihe proposed new legislation,
which includes several revisions
ofthe current program.
The ISWU has sent a letter to
O'Hara in response to his
federal
aid
restructured
program. In it they express

COLUMBUS, Ohio--It was the wrong clue at the w_rong t~me ..
Police Sunday revealed several weeks ago a pohce off1cer
vestigated a hit-skip traffic acc!ddent .a~~ fo~nd, a~. the on y
evidence at the scene, a hubcap w1th the m1ttals P~D.
Since the accident occurred in front of a local h1gh school, the
officer asked school officials to check their files for any student
with those initials.
..
h , h h d1
Several hours later the officer nottf1e~ t~~ sc oo• e a ear·
ned the initials stood for Pontiac Motor DIVISion.

T'

Portclle-

~

- l:iive It All!

Sauthwest; Baaks - l:iifl;s far
All Seasans
These and many mo~e books & calendars at the ~Nm Bookstore.

Fred Curtis Western Sculptute
In Out Gift Shop
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f:d.eral level, handled by indiVIdual states.
loan programs.
BEOG has previously been acThere is a provision in New
Although ISWU supports a
large portion of the bill (mostly in Mexico's constitution however cessible to all students in postwhich does not allow the state t~ secondary schools, but O'Hara's
·areas which are unchanged)
there are three major amend: give money to any one person.
revised bill stipulates that only
ments wi~h which they disagree.
students who began after the fall
These tnvolve the Basic
rswu members learned it of 1973 would qualify for this
Educational Opportunity Grants would take at least three years to type of grant. The ISWU said ·
(BE 0 G) • Sup p 1e m'e n t a 1 pass legislation enabling the this portion of the bill should not
Educational Opportunity Grants state to contribute aid to in- be changed.
(SEOG) and Federally Insured dividuals. As a result, O'Hara's
State 'Loans (FISL).
. FISL resolution, if passed, would
.The new federal aid bill con~eave New Mexico without any tains
a clause making the
A rev1s10n of the FISL and Insured loan programs until1978
prerequisites for SEOG (also
State Incentive Grants programs at the earliest.
currently
available to all postadversely affects financial-aid
secondary
students) based on
Consequently, although ISWU
students in New Mexico in paracademic
criteria,
In their letter
ticular, and for this reason rswu said the idea of giving funds to
t~
O'Hara,
ISWU
strongly
does not support it. The amend- the states is commendable, they
on
this
point,
saying it
disagreed
ment would have the funds for suggested that FISL be left inwould make a "competition" out
these programs, which in the tact until New Mexico and other of
getting grants and that it
in
similar
situations
can
states
past have been dealt with on a
would
be "unfair to the
begin their own state insured economically
"

·aug Shcp Twc
PAKT$ FOR
TtJym- IJmun

•••

disapproval of certain facets of
the new bill.
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I$PECIAU1/NG IN REPlACEMENT

HILLERmAN - NEW mEXIC_O
HORGAN - LAmY OF SANTA FE
mUENCH - ANASAZI
WATERS - mEXICO mYSTIQUE

ME;<rc

"<•.'1.'1;~

The Rain Tunnel

I

I

I

I
I
I
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<1>

POI,Ir.Y fm• Lip Servi~a· Notices run thll day
before and t.h flny of the event, sp~~re nvnllnhl~.
The LOBO rcserVC'5 the right lo cdil noliC'e~ lind
dl:'lelt1 those COJH~Irlert•d inappropriMo fur lhis
(,'0h1mn.
Cam]lUS Pollee mgister nr1d engrave

security numbers on bikes, every Wednesday, U
a.m. lo 1 p.m. IlL 1821 Rama NE. Dring your
bicycle, UNM ID card nnd bike serial number.

UNM Dema.:-rat~ meeL every Wedrwndny night,
7vhed,
p.m. rm 231·0 SUB. Anyone lntercst(jd Is In·

Dancing every Friday night {n rm 101 CRrlisle
Gym, 7p.m,
·

Tho UNM Folksong Club will mceL in rm 250A
& B o( the SUB, Thursday night,

Join the UNM Wagon Wheels squarQ rlanco
club, We meet every 'rhurB,, 7 p.m., rm, 176, John·
son Gym.

5101 Lomas Blvd. N.E.
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Every Friday fslamie Soclvty meets tor Friday
pray In Memorial Chapel on campua at 12 noon.
For Info on Sunday me-etings, call277·52S7.
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Y Andrea Sm1th
Cntlcs of Senate Bill-1 have been
charged with basing tfieir criticisms
upon "misinformation and distortion" by Dennis Thelen deputy
'chief ~ounsel for .th.e Se~ate subc
committee on C~lml~al Laws and
Procedures. A bnef .discussion of a
number of the po1nts raised by
Thelen would demonstrate I think
t 11
••
'
•
who IS• ac.ua
Y. mlsmformed and
doing the d1stortmg.
·
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Today the UNM Regents will consider a proposal which would increase
student fees at this University by $8.25 per semester.
.
The proposed increase, while small, is still without justification. We
must urge the Regents to turn it down and to consider the following facts.
UNM President William Davis, in an interview with the LOBO last week,
said the extra fee money would be used to offset deficits incurred by certain University operations. He specifically pointed to the New Mexico
Union (which has long been in the red), Intramural Activities, the Student
Health Center, and Popejoy Hall.
We feel that to take money from student's p0ckets to bankroll these
four services is not onlv ethically wrong, but also financially unwise.
The New Mexico Union and Popejcy Hall are both possible moneymaking ventures. If neither is operating in the black, perhaps it is because
neither is being run correctly.
Union buildings at other universities have shown themselves profitable
for their institutions--both in terms of the services they provide (some are
even open 24 hours a day to serve the academic community) and the
revenues they bring in.
That the New Mexico Union is a loss is not a sign that students should
be bilked for a subsidy. Rather, the Regents should squarely determine
why the Union is in the red, and then mandate the needed changes to get
it back on its feet.
Perhaps the Union needs strong management willing to work to keep it
functioning smoothly. Perhaps all it needs is a facelift--anyone should
know student clients don't like to "hang out" in a barn.
.
In either event, the Union is now a bankrupt business venture. It should
be handled like one.
The same standards apply to Popejoy Hall, which despite its benefits to
the academic c~mmunity, is still basically an independent arm of the
Univerl!ity unrelated to the institution'~ first mission--to teach students.
The two other services, Intramural Activities and the Student Health
Service, involve other questions of focus. Neither service is capable of
financially sustaining itself. Yet, both, in our opinion, are needed.
The Regents must, however, ask the question of whether the University
can support these programs to the extent the programs themselves want.
We are sure that Claude Brown, Director of the Student Health Center,
would like more money. At the same time, a close look at this year's
Student Health insurance policy shows that the students are getting less
for their money than in any year past.
This being the case, the question arises; Is the Health Center of benefi~
to those employed by it or to the students it was set up to serve?
By the same token; Will the $8.25 fee increase help the student at UNM?
Or will it simply perpetuate this University's bureaucracy and built-in
system of featherbedding?

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau
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Thelen states that, generally, S
B-1 would not restrict freedom of
the press. More specifically, he
says that the sections of the bill
dealing with classified information,
and the obtraining and disclosing of
such information, will not inhibit
press freedom. He points to a
review procedure of classified information that provides an appeal
process for government employees
who think that certain information
has been erroneously classified.
To b.egin with, any act that might
result m a three to seven year jail
term and/or up to a $100,000 fine
SLOB- PLEASE NAY I HAVE SOME SXJP, Sl
would make one hesitate to perWf'~~~RW:M&!Wff&!®ffilJ(@%%fY~iMlette rS ~'®:·m<·~.1·illl'"''m·@.:::r0.lf.·Y·::c::~·ill·!lt· ·t·l&1ftWWH·fi'JlWWCii:i®il·W:'K::i;;.o;··l'·.'' form the said act. Section 1124 of
SB-1 provides just such a penalty
for aq person who communicates
classified
information
to
Editor:
Many amendrt'lents have been contains general provisions and a
unauthorized
persons,
regardless
of
I am taking this method of in- offered in the Committee to make severability clause.
forming the academic community changes in this 753 page bill. 1 am
The problems within this bill,asit his intent and regardless of the
abou~ my position on a matter of
sure that many more will be offered is now written, are mostly found in probable or even possible effect of
great importance to all of us. I have on the floor. Most Senators believe Title I. The section dealing with his actions. This definitely extends
received many letters from stu den- that they cannot support the bill in espionage and related offenses has the scope of present laws conts about S-1, the criminal law its present form, and debate will be caused a great deal of concern. The cerning such activities, i.e., it is a
"reform" bill. This is a very long lengthy and serious.
language is too broad and invites Clime for a government worker to
1eveal classified cryptography to
The goal of this legislation is to miSUSe and abUSe by niiO<r7P,Itnll<
and ;rery complicated piece of
any
individual or to disclose
legislation which has been several codify and revise the Federal law enforcement agents who 1
classified
information to a Comyears in preparation, and which has Criminal Code--a long ··overdue by trying to serve a president
now been reported by the Sub- task. The bill' is divided into three
agency head concerned
hlmlrii'B.~mliWtii!llililt!l%~iii<BI!IS!t~iilllliZl'·r·
committee on Criminal Law and sections; Title 1 is the actual
political expediency rather than
Procedures to the full Committee codification of law, and includes ofConstitutional rights of citizens.
and
a
on the Judiciary. It is expected that fenses, ·sentences,
I am also concerned about
the full Committee will begin con- reorganization and revision of the
provisions of the bill which
sideration of the bill in about four administrative and procedural secwith sabotage, insanity, the
weeks, and will report the measure tion of Title 18 of the U.S. Code.
penalty, wiretapping, and
out to the floor of the Senate early Title II provides technical and con-, trapment. My opposition to
f1a!Mi!!mi!lllalileili.a-!WmMt
provisions as they are ore!;entlv
next year.
forming amendments, and Title Ill
JBW
!.!;A!
bWtiililit
written in the proposed legislation
is based upon my feeling that in
Letters to the Editor...
many instances the sections
Letters
to
the
editor
Editor;
should be no longer than 250
relation to Messiah Yeshua; Deut. cerned are open to broad
I realize that it was probably due 28:64-65; 30:1-7; Hosea 5:15; Zech: terpretations.
d
I certainly agree that we need
wor s, typewritten and
to lack of space that an important 12:10; Isaiah 53.
codify and reform our law in
double spaced.
portion of my previous letter was
Ben Marshall
areas.
However,
1
believe
that
SSender's name, address
omitted. If you could print this it
as written now, exacts too high
and telephone number must
would clarify the issue that was left
dangling.
price in the name of cocjific:atior bz included with the Jetter or
and reform. It is a dangerous
it will not be considered for
God said (through Moses and the
with provision after provision 1 pu,blication. Names· will be
that
because of
prophets)
loosely drawn so that I
• hh ld
disobedience the Hebrew people Editor;
terpretations could infringe on
w!t e
upon. agreement
would be driven from their
MECHA and Consejo, two civil liberties of American c11t1Zel~'·l With the editor, in person.
homeland to the nations of the ear- groups affiliated with Chicano Any bill which encroaches on
If a l.ette.r is from a group,
th. Also, He said that this would be Studies here at UNM, held a food basic rights of free speech,
please mclude a name, ·teleno pleasure visit. This is because drive to help LULAC Old Town assembly, or freedom of the
phone number and address
they failed to allow God to use Youth
Council
distribute is unworthyy of support by
of a group member.
them for bringing about world or- Thanksgiving baskets to the needy Congress. Justice William
der and peace. "To whom much is. families of Albuquerque.
Douglas has said that other
given, much is required." They had
The drive was held Monday, envy us most for having The Bill
NewMexko
the privilege of knowing God per- Nov. 24 and Tuesday, Nov. 25 in Rights, and especially for the i
DAILY LOBO
sonally and all His ways, but they the SUB. In view of the fact that Amendment. It is not our wealth
failed to institute His glory in the students have difficulty carrying a our giant bomcyers which brin~ ,
Vol. 79
No. 60
manner He had intended. Moses can around, cash donations were the admiration of the world--It I Box 20, University P.O., UNM
and the prophets also said that the giVfm.
our rights as citizens, protected.
Albuquerque, N .M. 87131
Jews would be "regathered from
I
Thanks to the generosity of the a written constitution. I
Editorial Phone (50.5) 277the uttermost parts of the earth" to students, faculty and employees that statement by the
4102, 277-4202
their homeland prior to the return here at UN M, $302.93 was collec- retiring Justice.
The New McXiM Daily Lobo is published
of Messiah Yeshua.
I find S--1 as it is presently 1
ted. MECHA and Consejo would
"Jondlly through Frlday every regular week
Mlhe University year and weekly during the
like to extend their sincere thanks to be an assault upon the
These are only a few of the many for this support.
summer S(ISSion by the Board of Student
rights of all Americans, and I
Publications or the Unlvenily of New Mexico,
scriptures which illuminate the
MECHA not support it.
snd Is not finanrlally aSS()ciated with UNM.
present condition of Israel and her
N!!cond class postage pnid at Albuquerque,
Consejo
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The Condition Of Israel

Thanks For
Donations
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munist or foreign agent
A
Sections 11224
. II
~endment was to prohibit the
tions 1121-23 of s:~ we asd.sec- Widespread practice of governresult of the Penta - , ;re a lrect mental suppression of emand the Nixon agdon. ~pers. ca~e barrassing information. It is comresponse to and attit~~~~~!~~snits ~on knowledge that the First
It is interesting to. note that th~ t me~dment was adopted against
Pentagon Papers which have been I he Wldesp.r~ad u~e of the common
widely
uoted in ne
~w of .sed~t1ous l1bel to punish the
discusseqd d .
hwspapers, dissemination of material that is
unng t e Russo- embarr ·
t
h
Ellsberg trial recorded in t. It
. b
assmg. o t e powers-thatscripts and' spok
nad ran- . e. Secrecy 1n government is fun.
'
en, rea and damentally t' d
argued about by millions of petuating abnu ,_ emo~ratlc,- perAm ·
d ·f · ·
reaucrat1c errors
encans an ore1gners, are still Open debate and d'
·
·
cl~s~ified. (See testimony by public issues are ;~~~S~I~n 0 ~:
. William G.
Florence,
Sub- national health"
•·committee on Criminal Laws and
Although s~ction 1124 of SB- 1
Pr.ocedures of the Senate Com- provides for the establi h
f
me lttee on197th4e) Judiciary, 93rd classification review a;en~yen~~er!
ongress,
·
..
,
E
h
h. .
.
.
Is no prov1s1on made requiring the
ven t aug 1t 1s a fa1r estimate agency to act promptly A
to say that over 95 per cent of all ment employee can app~al ~~~~r~~
class1f1ed documents contain in- consider· tn b
fo m r
· th
. ·
~
e erroneously
e public domain classified information but the
r a 1an m
a.lready or do not warrant protec- agency could sit on the ~ate · 1f
t1on
other reasons, it is im- weeks or even months ~~a . or
perat1ve to. realize that i~creasing which time the material's r~le~;~~~
the penalt1es .for revealing such could well have passed by. or the
doc~ments Will make both the government agent could make the
med1a pe?ple and government material public and face the
agents hes1tate. If the press is not possible consequences wh'ch
t o become mer~ Iy a withered arm ~auld be much harsher if• SB-11 in
of government Instead of the ad- Its present form is passed.
versary !orce the Constitution inI think it obvious that this section
tended, 1t must have sources other of Senate Bill One most definitely
~han off~cial. press. releases for the would restrict and inhibit a free
Information It publishes.
press. In this regard, and others,
Veteran reporters and editors of Thelen is just plain wrong. Many
the New York Times and sections of SB-1, and this is a prime
.washington Post filed affidavits example, are not mere revisions or
In the Pentagon Papers case to the condensations of existing laws
effect that official and unofficial already on the books, as Thelen
lea~s were b_oth a necessary sou.rce states. Many sections of SB-1, and
·of mformat1on for a responsible this is a prime example, are not
press. Without the use of classified mere differences of opinion as
material, according to }'imes Thelen states. Rather, we' are
Washing!~~ Bureau Chief Max dealing with the spirit of SB-1,
Frankel,
there could be no executive distrust of the American
adequate diplomatic ,military, and people and the American Press.
political reporting of the kind our We are dealing with a conscious efpeople take ~or granted ... " (~ee fortonthepartofthepeopleinthe
New York T1mes Co. v. Umted Justice Department under the
States, 403 U.S. 713 1971 ).
Nixon Administration to have inD.ouglas' concu!.ring stituted the ideological, ethical, and
opm1?n 1n th1s case stated; The political values of our 38th
dom1nant purpose of the First President.

ew Mcxico 87131. Subscription rate is
· forthcacadctnicycar.
'
Thl' vpinions expressed on the editorial
pagi.'s of Thl' Dally I~oho are those of the
au~ho~ solely, Unsigned opinion is lhnt of thr
cd!tnnnl board of The Daily lJobo. Nothing
PtantC'd in 'fhc Dally Lobo necessarily
:•1 rr~scnts the views oft he University of New
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You think of . the
slogan and we'll
print If! Any slogan
for your team. .
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special
gift
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whatever. Machine
washable ink will not
run or fad·e.
Select From Our
Large Assortment
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choose from over
500 Designs!
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Attention All Arts
& Sciences Students

!or

All students who have been
provisionally admitted, including those
that a'"e trans1ers
.c
from other unt'verst'ties
d
an re-admitted must take and paSS the
Communications Writing Skills Test
d ·
h
unng t is semester. Failure to do so
will result in dis enrollment.
, Qualifications "or exemptl'ons from
1'
the_ CST are as follows:
25 or above on English portion of
ACT
552 or above on Verbal portion
of SAT
45 or above on English Composition Test of the College Level
Examination Program (CLEP).
1'

TONIGHT 6:30 AT THE KIVA
Any further questions will be answered
t'n the A & S office, Ortega Hall 201

~=-------~~~~~~~~~~~
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Look at a pair you've lived with for a while and you'll see two things.
The heels have worn thin.
The soles have become comfortably cutved.
Your shoes are actually trying to become Roots®.
Roots' slim heel and rocker sole are made for
the way you were born to walk, which helps ~
make them wildly comfortable.
"
And Roots are made in Toronto of top-grain
........ ___ _
Canadian leather, which helps make them
beautiful.
Listen to your shoes. Have a chat with your feet.
Th<'n come see us and try a pair of Roots.
You'll find them (in more than a dozen styles) ~ ·. •
only in the Roots s t o r e B o o t s..........··-'······,,,.__
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"Be kind to feeL They outnumber peopfe two to one:'

natural footwear

({;' 1975. Oun !'-hhacl Co

Albuquerque-3107 Eubank Blvd. N.E. (In Scottsdale Village)- (505) 29:-3·3377
Scottsdale- 7014 5th Avenue- ( 602) 994·8866
·
Tucson- Universily Blvd. and Park Ave. (At University Square)
Las Vegz.s- 2797 Maryland Parkway (Sunrise City Shopping Center)- (702) 732·H80H
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CamQus Police News

Thieves, Vandals Plague Campus
By Colleen Curran
There were three reported thefts from Johnson
Gym last week. On Nov. 19, a wallet was taken
from a pair of pants left on the gym floor while the
owner was playing basketball. On Nov. 21, a person returned from taking a shower in the gym and
found that his wallet had been taken from his pants
that he had left on a bench in the shower room.
And on Nov. 23, another victim had his wallet
stolen from a pair of pants left on the playing floor,
while playing basketball.
In thefts from other buildings on campus, a
brown-and-white Mexican rug was taken from an

IS NY
"SALTSIIAKE/iP'
'

'

)

office in Bandalier Hall. A key was apparently
used to unlock the office. The room was relocked
by the intruders. A transcriber, its cover and a
tape in it was stolen from an office in the Cancer
Research Center.
There were three reported cases of automobile
vandalism last week. Four hu heaps were taken
from a car parked north of the Basic Medical Scien.
ces Building. A car parked on Sigma Chi Road had
its windshield smashed in. In a third incident,
someone broke into the left rear window of a car
and took four lug nuts from the car's front rim.

Math Tests a Plus for ,Students

(Continued from page 1)

which he says to the advisor, "If only I had
reviewed a little before the test I surely would
have gotten those five questions right."
Not only freshmen take these tests--there are
students who have been out of school for a couple
of years who need to know where they stand in
their mathematical ability.
Stone said many variables are included in the advisor's decision to a student: "Were the mistakes
simple arithmetic Errors?", or "How long has the
person been out of school?," and "Can the person
review that much material needed for the higher
level math course?"
He said the tests are "mainly an effort to get
people in the right direction," but there are some
students who go on to take a certain course, no
matter how they do on the tests.
The tests, Stone repeated, "get as many peop!e
into the right course as possible" and they do
work. They have "helped people to get into the
right course," said Stone.
There are three tests: a simple arithmetic test,
an algebra test and a trigonometry test. The course a student wants to register for depends on what
test(s) he or she should take. Stone said "some
take two, or, very rarely, all three."

(Continued from page 1)

.

said and took another sip of wine.
It was 6:30 in the morning and
the sun had not climbed over the
mountains yet. He scratched his
long scrawny neck and flicked
what looked like a piece of dirt
against the wall: "Fleas," he explained,
"Did you ever hear any of the
old songs," he asked. Then he
started to sing, (a pigeon left its
roost in protest):
"Drown them Republicans
Hang the Democrats
We need Norman Thomas
None of these polycrats
Da DaDa ....
"Can't remember the rest of it.
Did you know Upton Sinclair ran
for Governor of California," he
asked. I had never heard of this
but he let the question die.
"i:iometimes, back in the twenties me and Sam would get a little
work, take the money, put on a
drunk and go to the shows. We'd
have a good time, throw things at
the clowns. The girls were
always nice," he said and drifted
into some intimate memories.
"More ··n likely we'd wind up in
the (drunk) tank, beat near to
death. Cops would take your
money, if we had any and let us
go. They wouldn't even give us
breakfast. They're supposed to
feed you when they put you in
jail," he complained.

squeeze.

t .LJu stopped his rambling and

"Sam loved to drink squeeze
It'd just get my stomach goin' s~
bad I couldn't drink it too much
Sam loved it."
·
Lou said the ingredients to a
good sq~eeze are Sterno, aspirin
and a p1ece of cheese cloth. He
refused to e~plain how it was
~ad~; "I don't want to corrupt no
k1ds, he said.

fle to remember the names H
~hrugged and drank from .th:
?ttle. A dirty stubble covered
h1s face and the skin sagged from
every bone.
He r~moved his upper plate
fro~? h!s mouth. "Got these
durmg the war, had a good job "
he gummed and put .them into hls
pocket. •

. "Food was the big thing all the
time.
Never enough food. I can't
. He ~tretched his legs, walking
stand
beans anymore. I've eaten
m a circle and letting out a few
·so
many
beans ... ! can't stand to
good groans. "Bones ached " he
look
at
'em
...get my stomach upexplained.
'
set," he complained.
"'1'h1s is a young man's life.
Everytime I try to jump into a
'rhe sun had come up over the
gondola, it seems to take longer. m~unta~n. He looked older in the
Last week I almost slipped, slip- bright hght. He said it was time
ped. I haven't slipped in 40 to go and he picked up a blanket
years," he said, almost shocked and threw it over his shoulder
at his own revelation.
He looked like a confederat~
so!dier walking along the
"You should see some of these ra1lroad embankment.
new trains they got. Boy, they
. A d.~st devil came along. Lou
really move fast. We used to
1d a Jig Ol!t of the way and the
d
have some great names for a
dust devil blew itself out against
train. Now they got numbers and the
wall.
letters. Wish I could remember
those names. Heads gettin' soft"
He turned every few steps and
he said.
'
waved goodbye.

~afanic

"One time we were gain' to San
Francisco from Chicago and all
we had to eat was four stale
pieces of bread and a little

Alex Stone
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Deadline for not~: fat 4~3~vepn~ grhacedavabila;ble,
publication,
• • c ay eforc
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de~~= ~~:o rcser~ea tbc right to edit notitcs and
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se considered inappropriate for lh'

CAAMTRAI{ g;oup rates are offefed thraugh OR·
d 'rm. 248, SUB, Tel. 277.5605, 30 rescrvt!d seats
epart for Chicago & New York C'ty 0
b
20 tl
•
eccmer
,daN p.m. Round trip prices to Chicago-$107
an
ew York-$179.

~~M Hang Glider cnthusiMits, there will be a
mt!etmg Monday, Dec, l, 7 p.m. rm 291·0, SUn
pr lt>ase 1\ttcnd: we need you to help elect officer~
or next semester.
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Important NCHO meeting Monday D 1
'
' ec. '

-""~

p.m. at Chirano Studies,

Tho lnst edition of the LOBO s d ,
mission page will take pia
tuThents Art Sub·
.cencxt
ursd
4• •ill order to g-ive• u ~ "Th
0
11
1 b' " ay, ee,
Unused suhmiss'o
Ullf er lrd a f.'hanco.
of M;rron HuH' t~~~~~~ bt~pleked up in room 138
0 end of the spring
scm~stcl;'

Th.u~lderiJird maga2:lne is a~cepting submissio
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Find Out How To Survive
THE SPEAKER JUNGLE
lnformai rap session,
Discussion and demonstration on
receivers by Mike Hurley
and salesman from NIKKO
More Value For Less Price
at the Hi-Fi House
Thurs. Dec. 4
3011 Monte Vista NE
255-1694 Near UNM HOUSE

Productions

Presents

I

!

Art and Soul

N(>w Mexico NORMJ) meeting Turs.,

7:30p.m .. rm. 250-A, SUB. AlitheSt• iin tmstod"fl

This is the place to find an unusual
print or art card at a very
reasonable price. C om p 1ete Bl ue
Mountain line. Old beer and movie
P osters. And we don't mind if you
brOWSe Or rest On OUr WindO'\V Seat.
S COttsd a I e V I•lla ge

working tor Marijunna Dccrimionli7.alion,
attend.
Public.! Administration Graduate Student

Residence Hall students are reminded to
pletc and submit their residence hall
board renewal materials by 4 p.m., Friday,

Submit forms to Housing Reservations.
Posada, 2nd Floor.

Worldllunger?Thereissomethingyouc"
Stop by our lnble in or outside the SUB.

Eubank north of Candelaria Opposite Eu-Can Bow 1
Monday - S atur d ay 10 :00 - 6 :00

I

A8 s8sc~btion meeting Tue-s., Der. 2, 7:30p.m., 250.
. l-li.

Op(ln Meeting on Women Studies Mon., Dec. 1,
7:3Q p.m .• Lounge or Ortega H:tll, T('achers ol
5evcrnl or next seml:'ster's new Women's Studies
~ours(' will speak briefly. Would like lo talk about
ideas for minor .and mnjor in Women Studies. Free
Cbild('.are.

some ouggestions. Coalition to Ea.e World
valion (CHEWS).
Stud('nts plcn!'ie return DIA DE I.A RAZA ·,

veys to !he Consejo Qfrice.

1815 Roma I

SludiesJ,bylfridayDec.Sorcall217·2530to
arrangements to have it picked up if you

Stud(lnt Health Advisory Board meeling Mon ..
Drc.t, 2 p.m., Student Health Center. rm. 220.
PHsons with suggestions related to Student
Hoalth Cace are urged to a !lend.
Tryouts

for

nc.•xt

spring's

production

ot

10 p.m., Honors Center Lounge.
!lJIII Iffi{!
·Ojlf I I I I DDt
I Ulb!'
I JI]Oi I
will
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~b:rl~q~i~ty~o~u~s~cl~tT~h:~~i~sv:·:~~i~m~~:M:•:•~!-i~~~~p-m~~-n-o~~~run Feb,
by
of UNM

0

Production
5·8. Diredcd
Walter Williams
fanglish dept. Reh~ar:;als throu~hout. Jan. Actors,
ncers, pcreussJomsts, flautists anyone in·
!erestcd in Greek-drama arc urged t~ try out.

~ ~eclurc

recital-Robert

Schumann's

f DJchlerlicbe" (text. by Heinrich Heine) per·

" 1m
ed hy Thorn Sloan, Tues., Dec. 2, 8:15p.m.,
K
e 1er Hall.

And Special Guest

0------------~·-----~~---

Juarez Tequila tastes terrific, gallops into
the spirit of fun, smoothly mixes or
stands on its own for a tempting thirst
thrill. With a wedge of lime, a sprinkle
of salt, Juarez wins every time. Don't
horse around. Try Juarez Tequila Silver
or Gold today.
·

'

magnificent new store on Upper Level at

•

I;

s., December 2, 8:00 p.m •
Albuquerque Civic Auditorium

~~

r

Montgomery Plaza

I'

,

Tickets $5.50 Advance

Albuquerque Ticket Agency
(Coronado Center 293-7301)

1',

$6.50 Day of Show

Maynords Music (In Old Town)
Goldstreeet • Lyons Maine

Candy Man (Santa Fe)
Cristy Records
'
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Ashet-Stown to Play

Weaving Out of Att ffialnstteam:
Gallety Show Ptovlng ;Othetwise

'Jazz Is a Feeling and a mood'

Quality Bean Bag Furniture
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By Holly Biglari
"Contemporary Weaving"
opens today at the ASA Gallery,
and will be shown through
December 12. It is a show geared
towards giving the student a
much needed opportunity to view
the concept of textile as ex·
pressed in the pictorial and in the
third dimension.
To many, weaving is an unfamiliar medium. Weaving, after

all, is outside the accepted mainstream of· art. But for this reason
it is not so constricted and favors
new approaches and impressfons.
The very nature of fiber interpretation of color, pattern and
texture attracts a gut reaction
from the observer, and facilitates
his relating to the essence of a
work. Like much art derived
from a craft, fiber art exudes a
satisfying warmth in contrast to

Ql
bJ)
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WHY LIVE A·LIFE
WITIGJT

the steel-cold of some contemporary art which we can appreciate and intellectualize but
with which we cannot become intimate.
Since student works .in this
media were not readily accessible, Jan Parker, guest director, invited community weavers
who she felt had developed a
distinctive direction in their
work, the emphasis being away
from the functional and towards
the art form. Represented are
the following artists: Judith
Carr, Reita Jordan, Peg McNair,
Betty Meador, Dottie Miller,
Mary Ann Moraga, Jan Parker,
Rob Pulleyn, Phyllis Tatum and
Janislee Wiese.
Particularly noteworthy is Peg
McNair's
uProcession,"
a
tapestry of sheer, translucent
background with .colorful, abstract, monk-like shapes solemnly marching d·own cathedral
corridors. While hung in front of
a window, its impression is that
of stained glass.
Mary Ann Moraga's interest
lies in woven interpretation of
musical composition. "J. S. Bach:
Fugue" is a computerized, rhythmic image of kinetic color, so aptly
describing
musical
stimulation.
Basketry is presented by Dottie Miller in the form of "Basket
of Oranges," a twined basket of
wool wrapped on a plastic core,
and by Jan Parker's "Peacock
Wall Piece," a long coiled
basketry technique form and a

•
. ''

.

Perhaps the most typical
musical expression of presentday America is jazz. The origins
of both the word "jazz" and the
type of music which it represents, despite the fact that they are
twentieth-century phenomena,
are not easy to discern. ·
Jazz is a kind of native
American music first played extemporaneously by Negro bands
in Southern towns at the turn of
the century, and in most styles
having a strong but Hexihle
rhythmic understructure with
solo and ensemble improvisations
on basic tunes and chord patterns, and, in more recent styles,
a highly sophisticated harmonic
idiom .. By the 1940's no phase of
contemporary American music
serious as well as popular' .
remained untouched by jazz:
Jazz just as swiftly circled the

Couches
Lounges
Love Seats
Discs - Chairs
Refills
Naugahyde & Fabrics
1 year Guarantee
10% off UJith this ad

globe. ~azz bands, magazines,
and festivals are found in Japan,
South America, North Africa,
and throughout Eu!'Qpe.

r~'W

..

Three examples of contemporary weaving: Jan Parker's
"Peacock Wall Hanging" (above}, Phyllis Tatum's "Santa
Fe Opera Outfit No.1" (below left), and Dottie Miller's
"Woven Retablo: Sun Pasquale" (below right}.

woven stuffed form combined.
Among the other pieces are a
Rob Pulleyn's abstract ex- soft sculpture of free standing
pressionist
tapestries
are columns, tapestries, interior
striking. "Moment of Sleep" is a decorative pieces as well as
mystical vision of awareness lost, clothing. Almost all works are for
enhanced by sinuous lines--the sale, the price range being from
rhythm of relaxation.
$30.00 to $2,500.00.
J anislee Wiese specializes in
An opening reception will be
the "painted warp" technique held today from 2-4 p.m., with
and depicts delightful animal for- the public invited. Gallery hours
ms patterned across a hanging, • are weekdays from 11 a.m. until4
tunic or pillow.
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I399.1
I39.00
I5400
15400
17400
2!9-00

120.00
120.00
130.00
130,00
150.00
195,00

Grand Jubilee
Grand Rerord
Lt' Champion
Team Champion

31200
38000
58000

69000

255,00
315.00
475.00
555.00

177.00
22600
38700
.18000
75000
87500

160.00
195.00
315.00
475.00
605.00
700.00

1'-luovo Sport
Gr<lnd R<l!ly
Super Record
Super Special
Super Ugh!

__,

<D

Folding 3-Spced
Nobly 3·Speed
No made
Nobly
Mirage
qrand Tourln.g.

Layaways

01

$10.00 Down

If we are
Out· We'll
ordet' your
choice at
the Sale
Price

*

By George Gesner
Mother Focus i~ the fifth album from this Dutch group.
It starts off With the title song, a moderate tempo piece with
b~ckg;ou~d "Hocus Pocus" yodels. "I Need a Bathroom" shows the
disco-Jazz mfluence of recent bassist Bert Ruiter.
"Bennie Helder" brings back the old focus sound featuring original
m~mbers Tbys Van Leer and Jan Akkerman, The first side closes
Wlih three Ruiter compositions: "Soft Vanilla," featuring disco orc~est,;a; :·H~rd Vanil_la," fe~turing disco keyboards; and "Tropic
B1rd, which 1s pure laid back Jazz.
" "Focus
starts the second side with guitar and keyboards in a
smooth flowmg melody, The music then moves into softer acoustic
m?terial in "Som_e?ne's Crying" and "All Together"; the album clost>s
Wlih ~more traditiOnal keyboard number, "Father Bach."
This album lacks the energy and punch of Focus' earlier works like
"Moving Waves." "Mother" seems more suitable for soft lights and
mello~ moods. ~ate it B minus.
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MACRAME 5UPPLIE5
5011 Amaul NEn266~7935

fie:x± to 10 c~tt'.smen_o
<>- contempor'C>.l(Y ~el()' with qrfB~
je\-Velty, c:erc>.mic.s ac::: 1-w..nd "blown '(! ~s~
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Dec. 3
SUB Ballroom
8:00p.m.

ASUNM
, Speakers
Committee

General Public $1.00
Students with 1.0. FREE

Presents

Flo Kennedy
and

The Myths
of Rape

Fiorynce (Flo) Kennedy • "If men could get
pregnant, abortion would be sacrament."
Flo Kennedy, founder of the Feminist party, wellknown Black Lawyer and author of the Abortion Rap,
Is guaranteed to force a reexamination of the myths of
Rape.
Believing that "We ought to stop thinking that t~e
way. to be humanist is to give vasel!ne to the rape VIC·
tim,''. Ms. Kennedy will present a thought 'provoking
program, one too important for you to miss. i
...... ~ •••••
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go
a barber
charges
for a haircut?
Paul Newman, Peter Lawford, Richard Benjamin, Paul Anka,
Lee Marvin, Michael Sarrazin and Richard Jaekell, are just
some of the notables and celebrities who have their hair cut
by Jim Markham.
And riow you. too, can get your hair cut with the Markham
Style Innovator Method for $11 or less (a lot less than $5!..;. The
Matkham Style Innovator Shop listed below offers you styling
expertise and methods developed by Jim Markham. In addition they're exclusive sources of the much-wanted
Markham Style Innovator Grooming Products. Indulge yourself,

"Head Trips for Dudes & Dolls"

International
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Jazz is a feeling ;-nd a mood
that is difficult to define, and not
even jazz musicians and critics
agree ~n a definition. It is a performer s art, a way of playing.
Jazz cannot be written down to
show the precise manner in
which it is played. It is most accurately preserved not in
published scores, but on
phonograph records.
I?Jprovisation is the composmg of music while in actual
performance without previous

"Mother Focus"
Focus
ATGO/SD36-117
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Viva Sport
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What to give that special person this year? You have read
about BIORHYTHM in Newsweek and all the papers.
Know your ups and downs and save $2.50! Nationally
advertised at $10.00, you can now order 12 months worth
of beautiful, personalized BIORHYTHM chart
for yourself and your hard to please friends and family for
o!lly $7.50 .. '\or save more at 3 for only $19.951
FULL 60 day guarantee. Send names, addresses,
birthdates (YMD) along with check, money order, BAC
or MC numbers to :
The Life Cycle Company
PO Box 16053
Albuquerque, Nm. 87111
.
Dec.ll will be mailed in time for Christmas.
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MOTOR OVERHAUL
NEW CHROME RINGS
NEW ROD BEARINGS
GRIND VALYES
REMOVE CA~BON

ALIGN RODS
NEW GASKET
NEW OIL
TUNE-UP ENGINE

TIMING ADJUSTED
VALYE ADJUSTED
BRAKE ADJUSTED
CLUTCH ADJUSTED
STEERING ADJUSTED

FREE ESTIMATES
FULL PRICE, LABOR &
PARTS- ENGINE
CONDITION PERMITIING

NEW POINTS, PLUGS
CARBURETOR ADJUSTED
OIL CHANGE
CLEAN SCREEN

What Buffs Coach Sox Walsath
said to his team at the half is not
really known, but when the
second half began, it was obvious
they were no(going to half-step
anymore.
So; the Buffs came out to play;
however, they had a little help.
Two of New Mexico's starting
players, center Mike Patterson
and guard Ricky Williams, were
char~ed with technical fouls; Pat·

Placing strongly among some 300 runners, the Lobo cross-country
team ended up fourteenth nationally last Monday at the NCAA finals
in University Park, Pa.
WAC champs Texas-El Paso took the team title and Illinois' Craig
Virgin captured first place among the runners.
UNM Coach Hugh Hackett said, "There were more runners from
the WAC in the top twenty-five than from any of the other con·
ferences. This goes to show how powerful our conference is."
Junior Lionel Ortega placed 24th making him a NCAA All
American in cross-country. The remaining Lobos who competed were
Matthew Segura, 53rd; Faustino Salazar, 118th; Blair Johnson, 129th;
Jay Miller,188th; Ronnie Maestas, 198th; and Mark Bjorklund, 220th.
Hackett was pleased with the runner's performance.

$23~5

SPECIAL MAJOR TUNING
211 Montezuma
Santa Fe

3610 • ~nd St. NW
Albuquerque

912.0600

345-3271
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The course the race was held on was rather flat. Hackett said when
he received the information on the course, the paper said there were
three half-mile hills. Hackett said he found out Monday they were
nothing more than the size of an ant hill. Hackett also said the running
was tough because for the first half mile the runners were all bunched
together until the second gun sounded. The pack then broke down in·
to a 20-foot lane for the rest of the race.
"When the race began," Hackett said, "Lionel was in seventieth
place. He tried to fight his way up the pack. Trying to get past a
slower runner, he said 'Excuse me.' With that, the runner turned and
knocked him two feet back. Despite getting spiked a few times, he
managed to get up and place in the top twenty-five.''

c:.

terson's · came with 17:25 left
William's with 14:01left to pia/
Immediately Ellenberger yanked
the two out and benched them
both for the remainder of the
game.
The game had a close finish.
Retrieving the rebound after a
Dan Davis missed shot, the Buf.
falos caJied time out with only 25
seconds remaining. At this ti:ne
the Lobos were up 07 6·75.
Walseth apparently told his team
to hold the baJI until the last few
moments, then get the ball to
their hot-handed teammate Em·
met Lewis. But because of the
well executed defense of Dan
Davis, Dave Logan, one of CU's
fowards, was forced to shoot the
baJI. The shot missed and the ball
fell off to Lobo George Berry.
Berry then passed the ball off to
UNM's Dale Slaughter, who was
fouled with four seconds
remaining to send him to the
free-throw line. Slaughter, in
keeping with the trend of poor
free throw shooting by the
Lobos, missed the free shot. The
haJJ came off the rim, back into
Slaughter's hands. He then put
up a jumper from the free throw
line to place the LobQs ,11p by
three as the last two seconds
ticked off the clock.
Freshman guard Emmel
Lewis, making his college debut,
headed the Buffs' comeback,
scoring 18 second half points, and
ending with 31 total points. The
real help came from New
Mexico's free throw line. The
Wolfpack missed 17 free throws,
several of them one-and-one's. In
aJI the Lobos stepped up to the
free throw line 29 times and hit
only 12 of those 29 attempts.

DO YOU NEED

CASH?
Earn $ 10 a week
donate twice weekly
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Pit Hosts
E. Texans

Call us for information on our Ski Touring
Clinics ... Complete Ski Touring Outfitters . . .
Ski Touring Rentals ... Instruction.

6307 Menaul NE 881-5223

100% Natural Bath Products
~
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Stop By And Have A Free
Cup Of Coffee Or Tea With Us
And Pick Up A Free Ounce Of
Crystals.
.Our Bath
.
Expanded
Hours
Soon

Body Bueno
2910 Central SE

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday-Saturday

varsit~

o/

11/29 Colorado
12/03 CAL'. STATE-LA
12/06 Illinois
12/09NEWMEXICO STATE
12/12 New Mexico State
12/19 PORTLAND STATE
12/22 US INTERNATIONAL
12/29-30LOBO INVITATIONAL
!UNM, CALIFORNIA, WEST
VIRGINIA, WICHITA STATE)
01/02 San· Diego State · · · ·
01/05 CAL STATE-Northridge
01/09 Colorado State
01/10 Wyoming
01/17 NEVADA-Las Vegas
01/23 ARIZONA STATE
01/24 ARIZONA
01/30 Brigham Young
01/31 Utah
02/07 Texas·EI Paso
02/13 WYOMING
02/14 COLORADO STATE
02/20 Arizona

02/26UTAH
02/28 BRIG HAM YOUNG
03/06 TEXAS-EI Paso
*home games in caps

George .Berry, who transferred from the same Compton
J_C as did Gray will get the star·
·tmg nod at forward. Ricky
Williams will start at guard as
W:ill Dan Davis is an aggravated
htp comes around. Mike Pat·
terson, Larry Forte and Norm
Cacy will battle it out for the
l!~herst~r~ing sl?L
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Makers of-Hand Made lndlcn Jewelry
,OLDTOWN
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~ach year the Office of Research &

on~umer

Affairs compiles a list of
a~ect merchants who offer studen. t
d1scount
' .
s.' n·tscount' lists are now
avatlable at the SUB Information
table, La Posada dining hall &-the
ORCA office SUB Room 248 or
Call 277-5605
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Free Daytime Activities
Free Videotapes December 1- 5
Intact Version of Ali_
Frazier Fight in Manila.
Continuous Showings 10 am _3 pm

In the SUB Ballroom Lobbv

Sponsored by ASU:\:;\1 and Student Activities.

Although season tickets will
not be good for the game, studen·
ts can still get in with athletic
IDs. General public tickets are $3
with children under 12 admitted
free with an adult.

Three uncompromising gifts from
Hewlett-Packard.
discounted cash flow; percentages;
The HP-21 Scientific Pocket
com
~o_und intere~t; remaining balance;
Calculator. ~$99.95
annUities; depreciation; statistics;
• 32 built-in functions and operations.
accumulated interest; rate of return·
Performs all log and trig functions the
amortization; and more.
'
l~tter in radians or degrees; rectangular/
The HP-25 Scientific Programmable
polar conversion; register arithmetic;
Pocket Calculator. $195.
common logs, etc.
• Performs all basic data manipulations.
• 72 built·in functions and operations.
•
Keystroke programmability. The auto·
The HP-22 Business Management
matic answer to repetitive problems.
Pocket Calculator.$ 165.
• Full editing capability.
• Branching and conditional test
• Procedures for more than 50 different
capability.
calculations in the remarkable owner's
• 8 addressable memories.
handbook. Automatically computes

«'l~~

Very Fine European
Indonesian Food
Try our Satee Babi,
Curried Dishes, and
Sandwiches

HOLMAN'S, INC.

:\1aslerrharge
BotnkAmeriC'ard
AITI£'ril"an Express

{401 Wyoming Blvd. N
. 265-7981

Reasonable Prices
~~

Hours Daily / 11 am - 12 pm
Telephone 765-5671
_. ;_
1600 Central SE
n4/r~ >

DOCTOR IN
RESIDENCE

842-6991

The Hewlett-Packard Calculator Representative will
be in our store December 12 & 13.

Open

Daily
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The Lobos are led by junior
colle~e transfer Larry Gray. Still
favormg a bad knee, for which he
underwent surgery, Gray scored
18 points and pulled down 21
rebounds against the Buffalos.
~he rebound total was the fourth
smgle game best in UNM history,

Lobo Basketball Schedule

DONOR CENTER

See touring throunh
~ .· . .
Mountain Chalet's eyes

1724 Moon NE
294-6716
®

This year it is already 3-0 led
by forward Nate Granger who is
averaging 34 points a contest.
. The Colorado victory was the
ftrst regular season game for the
Lobos after narrowly losing to
the Yugoslavian Nationals by
three points. UNM plays again
We?nesday night at the Arena
agamst Cal State-L.A.
Conway
the UNM women's
goes u
for a JUmper as LOBO staffer Michael O'Connor defend:
The women were also represented by Linda Hattox Patt ·
Y
Howell, and Dee Dow in the informal game Sunday. '
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Southwest Hang Glidi~g

Re?ounding from a narrow 78- ®
75 wm over Colorado, the UNM
basketball team will have no time
to rest as they host NAIA
po":'erh~use East Texas State
t?mght m the 17,121 seat Univer·
stty Arena. Tipoff is at 7:30.
East Texas State is probably
the most under-rated team in the ®
~
south, coming off a Lone Star
Conference title and a 20-win ~
season.
~

Col~een

"'d

SKA TEBOARDSJ

~

Cross Country Team
Places 14th in Nation

RECONDITIONED VOLKSWAGEN$ FOR SALE

~
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By Peter Madrid

'
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At 7:30

The Lobos started the game
strong behind the board strength
of Larry Gray, who entered
UNM's record books by snatching 21 bounds .. 16 in the first
half, and the good floor leadership of Ricky "Trick" Willia.ms. It
appeared Coach Ellenberger had
finally managed to pull the
Lobo's offense together by
taking a 33·21 lead with ap·
proximately 5 minutes before the
half.
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The UNM Lobo basketball
team played its first road game of
the '75-'76 season with a 78-75
squeaker over Big-8 contender
Colorado · in Boulder Saturday
night.
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By Brian Matthews
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Cagers Win, 78-75

Unique Christmas Gift
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

before five insertional. Classified
vertisernents must be paid in advance.
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PREGNANT ANQ NEED HELP? You have friiri·
ds who care at Birthright 247-9819.
tfn

8

RENEWAL DEADLINE-Resid'ence Ha~l
,,.... students are reminded to complete and submtt
~ their Residence Hall Room & board renewal

::S

materials by 4:00pm, Friday, December 5, 1975.
Submit forms to Housing Reservations-La

~ Posada, 2nd Door.

Z"'

12/5

POO: Congratulations on your vasectomy. I love

yyo~u~,F~r~o·~~1~2~/2~--------~----~

C'-1 t"'"'i GOT THE NOON time
Ql

munches. Okie's has 35c

~h~ot~d~og~s~.--~12~1~5----------------~

~ NlCK, MARY: Do you want to talk about it?

p_,

Call AGORA 277-3013.

12/5
fantastic

MARY-OK But this time you buy. Nick.

6 •. EMPLOYMENT

12/1
12/2

STUDENT SPOUSES/STUDENTS to work on.

12/4

NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLE touring center.
Quality 10-speed bicyl'ies, Camping, hiking, and
backpacking equipment. Trail Haus-Cyclery, 1031
San Mateo SE, 256-9190.
• tfn
BODY BUENO. AIL. natural bath products-essentiKI oils, b.lth crystals, bubble bath,
glycerine soaps, shampoos, love oils, 2910 Central
SE noon to 5 weekdays.
12/,1

Daily Lobo production staff. Hours 8 p.m. to midnight, Sunday through Thur'sday. Amount of time
remaining at UNM will be a consideration (2 or
more years preferred), Good typing skills. For
more information come to Marron Hall, Room 131,
between 8 and 4:30p.m.
STUDENTS PART TIME-no .. dress, regs. Civic
Project. Apply 1201 Mountain Road NE.
12/3

69 TOYOTA CORONA 56,000 miles, needs some
work, automatic, 898-9638.
12/1

INDIVIDUAL ARTISTS who will work on con·
signment. Please call Pop Tops. 883-9465,
12/5

DYNASTAR l'REESTYLES, !80 om look

DECEMBER GRADUATES! We want three
sales oriente'd individuals to begin career train·
ing Jan. 1. Do you qualiry? CaB 266-5991 ask for
Lesley.
12/5

GT's-$65 new Nordica's 12'11~$100; hiking boots,
SJ/fm·$25; 243-1810.
12/~
DIVAN, BEDROOM SUITE, yellow hanging
lamp, brass chandliei-, hall light. 3816 La Charles

Dr. NE.

12/3

SINGER MACHINE, Left in Lay-a-way, not
claimed. Equipped to buttonhole, zigzag, etc. Pay
$26 and take machine, 3105 Central NE, 256·

3505.

12/.5

NICE SELECTION of reas~nably prict"d antiques

for Christmas gifts at The Antique Parlor-243
Wyoming NE.

12/5

TWO ANTIQUE-like homes Ridgecrest, or UNM.
firop\acofli IHirdwood, Owner 26R·Oi19R
12/5

7. TRAVEL

\vANTED: Used pinball
293·HU8.

~--~----------~--

SERVICES

11/3
PASSPORT IDENTIFIGAT!ON photos. Lowest
prices In town. Fnst, pleasing, Near UNM. Call
26S.2444••rcome to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.

WILL TYPE PAPERS. Call Kim 265·3292. 1215
DIVORCE by petition. $36 clerical lee plus riling
fee. 296-4917, 24 hour an11Wering service.
12/1
FURNISHED APARTMENTS !rom $125 utilities
paid. Walk to UNM, no pets. 400 Maple SE, 843·
7632, 01' 265·9593.
12/5

-.t

June 21- July 30, 1976
Courses In Spanish
· and History

2774032

-.

"Fol( ttT£5 9¥£~~-FASYeN 1l-E Sf0f5/

preferred. 247·8967. Needler. Optional babysit·

12/1

BEST FURNIS!IED UNM Aparlm•"'·. Spadous
one bedroom wilh dishwashers, d1sp?scrs.
security, $175 bilt~ paid. 208·209 Columb1a SE.
Call255·2685.
12/5
_
_

UNM H·ealth Center
Equals Other Schools'
By Joe DonneUy
A survey of services offered by health centers of colleges in the
Western Athletic Conference found UNM's Health Center offered as
many clinical and auxiliary services as universities with much larger
oudgets.
.
Joseph Rayburn, a senior nursing student and member of the
Health Center's Student Advisory Board, delivered his analysis of the
survey to Don House, Student Health Center administrator, and Dr.
Rick Levine, staff psychologist on the Health Center Mental Health
learn.
The purpose of the survey was to provide information to the Health
Center Student Advisory Board and the Health Center Management
Gnm,mitt.•e on "quantity, quality, expense and types of health services
offered by WAC universities.':
Rayburn said, "The results are not astounding but may indicate
areas to be explored regarding development of further ser-.

"

a?~DicA'fli

ROOM. PRIVATE BATI-t for rent in campus
area-$75. Available new. Woman grad student

11ng.

MADRID, SPAIN

n~~~ WI./..~-mi.l'f

mounting, etc. Advl<:e, if asked. Call 265·2444 or
cometol717GirardBivdNE.
tfn

A BLOCK TO UNM. Deluxe l·bdrm, Twin or
double $160, includes utilities. 141 Columbia SE.
268-0525.
1215

SUMMER SESSI()N
Interested Students
Should Contact:
The Office of International
Programs & Services
The University of New Mexico
1717 Roma, N.E.
Albuquerque, N,M. 87131

International Programs & Services : Phone 277-4032
Very heauy demand for June to August
Early Reservations Essential
Offered by Trans-Globe Travel Inc. of Denver.

Fine-grain or push-processing of film, Contact

FORRENT

.-,·

REQUEST DETAIL BROCHURE FROM :

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM selectric. Guar·
anteed accuracy with reasonable rates. 298·7147.
1215
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS, students!
Custom blnC"k·and·whitc processing, pnnting.

4.

pholo by Dan Herrera

Don House, Rick Levine and Joseph Rayburn

·Regular Weekly TGC Charters .
via Denver to FRANKFURT
•Stay from 2 weeks to 4 month
•No membership requiredanybody can go
•CAB approved & operated by
CONDOR AIRUNES, World's
largest charter carrier, fully
owned by the German Federal
Government
•Convenient, same-day connections between Albuquerque and
Denver included in the price of
the charters.
•ALBUQUERQUE to
FRANKFURT $455

EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
these!i, proposals, reports, and books. Harvey
Frauenglas!l, Editorial Consultant. 344-8344.

I

U. Regents Approve Fee Increase

machines, any conditio~~
12'o

·r

sheets, ctlstom proofs. High quality enlargements,

$10 More Next Fall Semester

8. MISCJl!LLANEOUS

12/3

ll~

Tuesday, December·2, 1975

__._....~UMMER,

PASSENGER WITH DRIVE:R license. Wanted
for 1-way trip to Florida, ASAP. 89~·7825. ~

SUBSTANTIAL REWARD. Jade & Gold brace·
let w/Chinese characters in the gold. 266-1935.

·'

DAILY

Friday will be the last
edition of the LOBO for this
semester. Good luck on
finals.

ANNOUNCING
EUROPEAN CHARTER FLIGHTS
and UNM Academic Program

FOUND In Fine Arts Center, Men's wrist watch.
Identify Rm 131, Marron Hall.
12/5

3.

New Mexico

Roland McGregor, Campus Minister
United Ministries Center
· ·
1801 Las Lomas, N.E, ·Phone: 247·0497

2. · LOST AND FOUND

Rayburn said there were two possible reasons for UNM's standing
the survey results; "First, UNM is the only one of those that
resp·~ndcd (Arizona, Arizona State, Wyoming, Brigham Young and
State) which utilizes the services of medical students in
ilralning in a clinical setting and the services of paramedical personnel
.....,ou ...... J medics and corpsmen) in the emergency clinic.
'"l:i(Jcond, the Health Center uses nurses in the primary care role to
extent than any of the other survey respondents except

b

Suppart: Laba
Advertisers

rcontinucd on page 2)

lak:ohl>lis:m in Albuquerque.

All names used are fieteet the ant:mymity of the persons in-
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If you are tired of_ your old hairstyle or hairsty~ist give the hairdesigners at The Cut Above a try. We personahze each style to
each persons features, interests, and life-style. If you are ready. for
an improved you, Come and see us at The Cut ~bove, a Umsex
Salon, where you'll get a personalized cons.ult~tlon .. !he most
creative hairdesigners . with special emphasts m LlVmg Color
Variations and Bodywaving.

We Assure
Personal Satisfaction

e&

Jllltt•ttEY

PLUS SPECIAL GUEST STAR!

JIEi\RTSFIELn
Ul~tmtiiiEitl. 191ii .-IJ:J~ P.JJ,

Poolsid~ at the Executive North Apts.

7303 Montgomery NE

~~P~EC~~R~IT

}IICILU~I_J

298-7624

POPI~JOY

(East of Louisiana Blvd)

II1\I..L

Alcoholism is called the "lonely disease." The
I:OJ!eliest and unhappiest person in the world is the
·~;:~~·~~i~ alcoholic who wants to enjoy life, but
I;
pictm·e life without alcohol.
does not respect persons. It does not
who you are, how old you are, or what you
It changes your personality, and messes up
life.
Twenty·one year old Holly, a UNM student, had
life of "pure hell" until she asked for help three
ago.
"By the time I was 18, I was the dorm alcoholic. I
a fifth of Jack Daniels hidden in my closet.
resident assistant got after me because I was
•""!Sing around the halls drunk," she recalled.
that, I stayed in my room and drank rny
lt'lnisk••v. I had a pretty bad reputation in the dorm
grades were way down," she said.
, a quiet, beautiful girl with big expressive
started drinking when she was about 14. She
hanging around the wrong crowd and began
l'llling into a lot of trouble. She started smoking
ile drinking and by the time she was 17, she, .·
used every kind of drug, including heroin and ~

TICKETS AT THE SUB BOX OFFICE & GOLD·STREET
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By Charles McElwee
The UNM Regents yesterday
approved an increase in student
fees of $8.25 per semester which
will take effect in the fall of 1976.
This, coupled with a $2 ASUNM
fee increase for the New Mexico
Public Interest Research Group
which has already been approved, will mean students will
have to pay $10.25 more in fees
each semester,
John Perovich, UNM Vice
President for Business and
Finance, said the money
generated by the fee increase
will insure the continued
operation of the New Mexico
Union, the Student Health Center, Popejoy Hall, and Intramural Activities.
He said, "These activities have
Albert Simms Lobo photo
been funded through transfers regret a fee increase, but I feel
.from the instructional and the need is so real we have .to
general budget. The formula fun- contemplate it."
ding plan which the legislature is · Student fees, aside from the
expected to pass next year $14 ASUNM allocation, will not
doesn't allow transfers to these be assigned to any specific
activities. ·The alternatives are program. Instead, the money will
either to reduce the services or go into a single fund from which
increase the student fee."
the New Mexico Union (Student
Perovich said most of the Union Building}, Popejoy Hall,
money will go to Health Services .. Intramurals, the Athletic DeparHe said there has been nearly a tment,and DebtSei'V.ices will all
40 per cent increase in operating be budgeted depending on their
costs for the Health Services sin- needs.
ce 1972 while enrollment has inBecause the official rationale
creased only about 10 per for an increase in fees was that
cent-not enough to generate the New Mexico Union, Health
enough fees to offset costs.
Services, Popejoy Hall and InHarold
Lavender,
Vice tramurals need additional supPresident for Student and Cam- port to continue, ASUNM
pus Affairs, said, "I feel these President Alan Wilson asked the
services
are
extremely Regents for assurance that these
necessary. The Health Services will indeed be the programs
increase in costs is because of ex- which receive the money.
panded student participation. I
"We want some guarantee that

Harold Lavender
the money, three years from
now, won't be diverted to other
programs not so student oriented," he said.
Wilson suggested that an earmarking of funds would help
students and administration
alike understand how the money
is being used.
Wilson said he is not convinced that a fee increase is absq,lutely necessary.
"I feel that if the question were
put to the students they would,
as they have indicated in the past
through their votes in elections,
prefer to redirect athletic funds.
Many students also think the
bookstore prices are too high and
that prices in the Student Union
are too high," said Wilson.
Regent Albert Simms said, "I
think it's a logical request
for us to look at fees students
pay."

A Study In Alcoholism; IThe Lonely Disease'
By Aurora Lawrence .
IMltor··s note: This is the first article of a series on

' '

'

Marron !tall room 131 or by mall ~o:
Classified Advertising, UNM Box "'{1,
.1\lbuquerque,N .M.
87131,
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tras $5300 Charlie, 873-0865.

December 1

"You have faith!" so. says a p~o~)nent t_heologia~,
"otherwise, you would g1ve ~p on h~e. ~ series of sensations of pleasure and pam leadmg fmally t? your
death just doesn't add up to the hope and promise you
perceive in your future.
. ..
F m this perspective on faith, the Chrtstmn message
is not that ;~u should have a 'faith you don't now. possess, ~ut
that you should grow the faith you already have -. g1S~ y~ur /i:t~
a name and a community so that you ca~ grow tt . . · .•~u a
th;s su estion for identifying and g;owmg ~our fatth.. Le~ us
· ht of Jesus , who leads us m our fatth and brmgs 1t to
not- 1oseggs1g
perfection ... " (Hebrews 12:2)

Capri $2990, Jaguar XK150 rOadster $4200. Priv·
ate. 268·0398,
12/5

1974; FORD VAN 't2·lon 17,000 miles, V-8,
automatic, custom interior, mags, T I A radials, ex·

ad·

FAITH IS . . .

1966 F!OO, Shell $990. 1970 F250 $2400, 1973

WATER TRIPS. Water beds, Wnter ~ed systems
on sale now, Next door to the Guild TheatrE:, 3407
Central NE,'268-8455.
12/4

j L-~----------------~
·~

QUAL RECORDER playback AM-FM stereo. De·
luxe turntable & all tho goodies. Take over payfflents $5.85 mo., 262-0637.
12/5

FORSALE

LEVI's -BLUE JEAN b.lg bel1s always at' 'l'ho
Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE, 243-6954, tfn

Rates: 15 eent& per word per day, one dollar
minimum. Advertisements run Uve or more
eonsecutlve days with no changes, nine cen·
ts per word per day, Ino refunds il cancelled

,

~-
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f?he was involved in an armed robbery and was
in ·jail, where she withdrew from cocaine.
Out.of jail, she started drinking heavily again, and
was'busted two weeks later.
This time her mother took her straight to a mental institution.
"I was there for a month, but I was a bitter person. I didn't let the mental institution help me. I
talked my way out of it," she said.
Holly went back home and took a job in a nur·
sing home. She had many talks with her minister
about her problems, but they did not help.
Nine months later she was drinking again, this
time Southern Comfort·. Then her boyfriend
• bought a bottle of wine, and she said, "We thought,
'let's drink wine from now on. It can't get us into
any trouble. It's legal and it's cheap.' But our personalities had changed. We couldn't get along any
. more. "
After 'much persuasion from her mother, she
went to a junior college. She wanted to beeome a
"'''/! nurse.
Then, she said, she got in with "the bad guys"
again and started making the bar scene in another
state when the drinking age was lowered.
"I went there for the purpose of getting drunk
and to pick up a guy. I lived this way for about
three years," Holly said.
When she finished junior college, she came to
thr~;>wn

(Continued ou page
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